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The Swan Can, part II & [left-overs] The Rain. 
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tag[s]: art analysis, art making, and  left-overs in fashion and fashion theory, referencing and help with 

publications as others are being worked on … duh, doldrums of the public computers 

 

It’s also a:  

Part [something]. A hygiene w[rag] as you work; preferably use something that you’ve used as a soak 

cloth and then cleaned: First take the cloth wash it after-ward? Under tap water + soap [squeezing out] 

[as much as doesn’t take too much [of] effort] then blow dry or public bathroom dry but [quick]  

 

for such immediacy. Don’t forget the competent “lady’s?” tip theme: don’t spread “false” [implied 

meaning] stereo-types; to spray the cushion/case down and-or its inside with something [humidi-

fyingly?] smelling.  

 

and even hang dry outside shortly if necessary and-or if the weather conditions, permit. Then take to 

any area you are working out-of and hand-glide [joking]; fold up if not already folded and place in a fit-
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able non-disturbing to functional others [spot]. Re-fold to damp spaces of the w[rag] as it starts to dry 

out. It’s also a watch: clock to keep your work segments more ap[propriate] in size. The vague vector: 

size! 

 

2.16.17 

Part two. of part two  The Rain. [Left-over and left-out form; from “another” work] Please refer to cited: 

the witch goura series on amazon/kindle [especially if confused about references] 

Fiction-relation: 

Look at the crystal bloom: a tree is like a crystal, it seems; where the bird conveniently steps among lines 

of crystal you k[how]n a hanging crystal looks like; steps killing all-any bad  

karma: how! It’s called being a savant: a blew tal, i, con.  

to incorporate the texture of this specific 

theme: in case I should mention again: no pincher mosquitos stick to cancer’s deadening  parts like 

the foot’s nails; the feet; and the arms: uhmm yum! cited: as I eat valentine’s day theme colored 

Hershey kisses and drink cited: TAZO tea; and this where the cliché culture-al traditions of food turned 

to fashion  

 

art scene notes: o.k. this is getting out-of-control; the truck scene is getting out-of-control next; how to 

turn [the turn theme] [shape samurai blow fish[es] out of cited: h-kisses; named: kisses.] cancer into 
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work-out & temperature control fashion. In California’s mild winter [the bay area] take a comfortable 

ripped pair of leggings; they can be ripped nearly everywhere wear except around the waist wear a 

second pair of leggings but not necessarily of the same length or variant underneath dump the 

conception of the bra not; but quit the bra for now: wearing a comfortable tank top hats + scarves a 

light or two sweaters; and to create the accompanying rain temperate seating sucking the moisture both 

ways; perhaps humi-difying the area; take the garbage bag previously cut and worn as a drapery-dress 

and tuck into the waist and not waste of at least one layer of pants covering what [port] portion of skirt 

situation scenery design on self and-or body you feel appropriate at time, that using the-the tank top as 

over-the-top hanging leverage; you may also of course wear a 

jacket; but remember if you can to add: aromatherapy notes: such as tucking in a scented wipe cloth 

(light into the waist) also. In higher fashion: notice both the utilization of something easy to-access that 

adds texture texture-change to the on-set of clothing; and that it aids the convenient squeezed in work-

out. Fashion-Sport Inquiry: Why might this layering alleviate a leg top in the middle or as a translated 

interruption to your work and-or study time. And couldn’t see or have seen such an ensemble in the 80s 

as fashion in magazines; sprea[n]d the comfort to the present period.  

 


